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 Tabletop Game JUST RUN’s Kickstarter Campaign 
 Launches October 4, 2022 

 It was announced today that the independently produced board game JUST RUN will launch its 
 crowdfunding campaign on Kickstarter on October 4, 2022. 

 JUST RUN is a medium-weight, card-driven, tile-placement game, with six scenarios and nine 
 gameplay variations, for 2 - 6 players, ages 14+, playable in 90 - 180 minutes. 

 “My goal with JUST RUN was to capture the fun and energy of the best horror movies,”  says 
 designer and publisher W.H. Shaver, "I wanted scary monsters, narrow escapes, and lots of twists. 
 Playtesters have had a blast with JUST RUN over the last four years. So it's beyond thrilling to have 
 an opportunity to share those experiences with the broader board game community.” 

 In JUST RUN, you are trapped in a treacherous and unfamiliar building in the middle of the zombie 
 apocalypse.  Somewhere in front of you is safety. Right behind you is a growing army of the undead. 
 You must quickly gather whatever gear you can find, and then get out before all the seats on the 
 rescue chopper are taken. 

 W.H. Shaver (he/him) is a long-time fan of all things horror. He’s been playing and designing 
 tabletop games for decades. JUST RUN is the first one he’s bringing to production. 
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 Game Features 

 ●  Gameplay includes elements of deck building, dungeon crawling, and tile placement. 
 Players can also add an RPG element. 

 ●  Six missions: Get Out, Save Me, Reconnaissance, Find the Cure, Memento Mori, and 
 Exterminate 

 ●  Nine variations: Basic Drafting, Good Luck, Gear Panic, Cooperative, Super Cooperative, 
 Easier, In Depth, Fast Zombies, and Solo Play. 

 ●  Combine scenarios and variations for endless replayability for players of any skill level. 
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